Hey, stargazer!

Can you find

TAURUS BIG DIPPER ORION ARIES
HYDRA GEMINI ANDROMEDA VIRGO

Solve these “backward” codes to learn
some facts about stars!

RATS A SI NUS EHT
THE SUN IS A STAR

SAG GNINRUB FO EDAM ERA SRATS

SEIXALAG DELLAC SPUORG NI DNUOF ERA SRATS

EULB ERA SRATS TSETTOH EHT

YAW YKLIM EHT DELLAC SI YXALAG RUO

Answers on page 114 of the book!

Try out one of the 100 word puzzles from
Merriam-Webster’s Word Puzzle Adventures!

shop.merriam-webster.com